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About This Game

Urban myths about Abduction Bit:
Abduction Bit was originally released in 1982 but considerated too realistic (or inconvenient) for publishing it like an arcade

game and so to bring it to the masses, this game reveals the truth about alien abduction.
Fortunately the SEEP team have found a prototype suite of arcade versions and are working on it.

Story:
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Two aliens must catch many humans for some experiments in four stages: construction, hotel, military base and laboratory.
To catch the humans the aliens use a sci-fi gun that paralyses the target for a number of seconds, during which time they destroy
their memory so they cannot remember the incident. Once the humans are caught they are shaved and stripped of their clothes

to be teleported to the UFO.

Gameplay:
Abduction Bit is a retro style game inspired by 80s arcade games like Bubble Bobble and Mario Bros, where players take control

of an alien that must abduct the humans.
To complete a stage the players must capture all the humans without touching them and must avoid dangerous traps.

The player can jump on the platform and shoot - easy gameplay with high-level difficulty.

Level Packs system:
In Abduction Bit the player can select various level packs through the main menu. We'll release more packs in the future like

FREE DLC.

Features:

100% Retro look and retro sound

Local CO-OP (2 players)

Level packs with different play (and Free DLC).

Customize the palette of your alien

Save state

Achievements

Cheap price

Steam trading cards
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Title: Abduction Bit
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
SEEP
Publisher:
SEEP
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016
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amazing game, just made my way to prison 3 and took a break, really enjoying this game, wish there was more like this (or a
Prison Boss VR 2?). I get to destroy Mossad so i'm happy.. this gun is very very good you just have to get used to single fire
instill of full auto cause the SKS is a single shot rifle but the pack is worth 5 bucks people put this game down because it's not
good enuff i,m gonna tell you right now this game is not P2W you don't have to buy a thing if you don't want too so pick this
game up and get to killin see you on the battlefield. 1 of my favourite game on SNES, Bought it instanly when I saw it on steam!
New content make this game fresh again, the game play, music and sound are as awesome as the old ver, It will be great if able
to bring online coop and gamepad vibration to this game.. great visuals and controls scheme but v early access A great start,
better than battledome because it allows teleporting and analog movement!!. 0,19€-ért pacek.. this is so ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ good i
came 3 tilmes. This is a really relaxing game that always makes you feel proud when you beat a puzzle. Many of the puzzles are
difficult enough to warrant an "aha!" moment which won't come right away. It's also well paced. After very difficult puzzles, a
new mechanic is usually introduced with a few more straightfoward puzzles to teach how the mechanic works before things get
really tricky again. This keeps it from becoming frustrating even for people who are hopeless with puzzles (me). I'm still stuck
on one of the last levels but I feel like I'm so close... gonna have to keep trying.. I dont understand why this game isn't talked
about more. This game is awesome if you like Unreal Tournament \/ Quake. Remember when you were young and played UT
with InstaGib? You can do that here, but this time in VR!
It is fast paced with alot of different game modes.
The reason i dont have more playtime is because what others have pointed out... Empty servers!
I hope it gets as much attention eventually as Onward or Pavlov does. Cuz this game deserves it!. One of the best light
roguelikes that I've played, and that's coming from someone who has spent hundreds of hours with ADOM. Sure the game has
roots in mobile, but the game is so delightful that I'd pay 5€ anyday for it, the game will surely get more features in the future. I
even donated $10 when it was still on android only!
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Big serious attention, this is not a joke.

If you have mental issues, anxiety or fear of something, do not, do not and don't even think about playing this game. I am
absolutely serious. Please trust me on this, even if you don't know me.

Avoid this game like the plague.

It might looks beautiful but do not touch it. Never. This game has been designed by a person that wanted to do more than just
jumpscare people. They even wrote so on their own twitter. They took a step that other game creators - who are responsible
people apparently - never did because it actually harms others.

This is a game that uses real psychological methods to scare you. It opens your anxiety, fear and depression and DOES NOT
CLOSE THEM AFTER. IT DOES NOT. It's like when you go to a therapist and they open old injuries. But before you leave
the room, they usually help you to close mentioned injuries to not just break you even more. This game rips open your mental
weak points and then sends you out into the world without fixing any of it.

After I played this game I felt very angry and I had no clue why. Suddenly I felt very moody for about 2 weeks. Suddenly, after
2 weeks I had a nightmare about this game - going through very deep topics that also are included in this game. I woke up with a
panic attack and had to suffer from continuous panic attacks and depression for 3 weeks. I quit eating because of it and felt
afraid 24/7. It took me 3 weeks to figure out that everything that scared me had been in this game. I was constantly thinking
about things that were relevant topics in this game. I was then able to let go as I had found out the culprit of what tortured me
for so long.

I told a friend about this and they then played this game, too. A few hours later they called me - almost crying and
hyperventilating because they have social anxiety (which I did not know) and there is a chapter in this game that strongly
simulates a stress situation for people with social anxiety and triggers their fear.

First off, I love horror games. I almost only play horror games. Something like this never happened to me. I love splatter and
horror movies, comics, games - all that stuff. And my friend? I never experienced them like that before. They're always chilled
and laid back.

This was evidence enough for me. I didn't allow my other pals to play it because *** this. If you want to risk it, play it. If you
don't have any mental disorders or anxieties, good for you. But to the people who have, don't touch this game. And if you do and
you feel like garbage after playing it, it's your own fault. I tried to warn you.

I felt responsible after what me and my friend went through. I don't care if anyone laughs about me. I don't want other people to
suffer like I did and like my friend did.

Cheers.. I received Dubwars through Loot Crate. I paid for Loot Crate, so forgive me for not thinking I received this product for
free.

Anyway, onto the game. I like the game, the music selection are good but the fact that you need to grind for wubs made it way
harder and repetitive than it should.

I like the song selections, but at only 10 songs I think it's nowhere near enough. 15-20 songs and we'll talk.

The game itself looks pretty, colourful, and seizure inducing. I hate the final stage, the moving background is quite disorienting
and I wouldn't be surprised if some people get nauseous. However at least the dev put a small disclaimer at the front.

I would recommend this game if on discount due to the little content and the fact that the songs are good and the ideas are fresh
(at least for me personally). Evopollution has a great concept, but it has terrible execution. In the game you produce energy by
building things like oil wells, gas plants, solar panels, and windmills to make a profit. However if you allow your island to get
too polluted, accidents happen and destroy your oil wells and gas plants. You can try to mitigate this pollution by planting trees,
but since the game doesn't give you a solid number on how much pollution you are producing and how much each tree can
counteract, it is nigh impossible to make a decent profit with anything but solar panels and windmills.
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Another problem with the game is that once you have optimized everything to make the most profit possible, there is absolutely
nothing left to do until you reach your goal of $1,000,000. When you reach this point, you can pretty much leave the game
running and do something else until the goal has been reached.

Overall I would not recommend buying this game. It is not fun, it is not engaging, and it is not worth your time and money.. I
personally don't like it, but I can see why you would.. Good:
Better players (not less toxic, just better, mostly with mics) compared to MM, sometimes faceit.
Less cheaters (still some, as you see by users banned recently on esea pages)
Decent servers

Bad:
Paid service
Longer queue times compared to competitors
Buggy client (bugs usually occur when joining, so you get cooldowns..)
Not synced with steam updates (takes hours usually till synched with game updates)
Some people experience issues with other software or devices. (alt tab is usually a common crash with esea).
No true elo algo - hard to judge where your skill lies, several different hardly explained, confusing metrics.

Also, ESEA prevents team from recording time spent. So I had to create a dummy exe to idle for a few minutes just to write this
post - that annoyed me.

I advise trying esea at least once. I have been subbed and unsubbed to esea numerous times as and when it annoyed me. At the
moment, it is annoying me more than pleasing me.

I cannot reccommend this product given my recent experience. Probably not sub again after this month is over. Maybe it is
better for serious league type players, can't comment though.. pretty chill game. fun, decent graphics, good story. A nice
minimalistic puzzle game with a relaxing music.
There are 60 levels in total, their difficulty increase smoothly with progress. Every few levels a new mechanics is introduced.
The game is not very hard though.

I had a good time with this little game.
. good for farming. Sick and twisted!

8/10

If you are into investigative horror this is just a brilliant game to play. Enough paranoia and tense horror mixed in with a few
jumpscares and adrenaline sequence to keep ya at the edge of your seat at all time.

Game mechanics are a bit wonky, jumping can be difficult at times. But overall the game feels smooth to play.. Suitable For
Childern

Unfortunately Dis-Game have BUG
U need to install GAMESPY to run dis game

but still ENJOYABLE for kids

FREE DLC 16 Bit Hard Pack OUT NOW!:
Hi guys! 

First: very, very thanks for your feedbacks, reviews, screenshots and videos; we are very happy see many people have enjoyed
playing with Abduction Bit!

We have released our second FREE DLC: 16 Bit Hard Pack.
Features:
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- 20 new levels!
- A new achievement!
- Fix some glitches.

Thank you for the support, for any feedback check the HUB of Abduction Bit here: http://steamcommunity.com/app/550810
We will continue to working on new level packs!

 Have a great week end, aliens!  . FREE DLC 16 Bit Easy Pack out now!:
Hi guys! 

Happy Xmas by SEEP team!
Now you can update Abduction Bit with the new FREE DLC!

Features of the "16 Bit Easy Pack":

- Graphics upgrade!
- 20 new levels!
- 4 new themes in cool chiptune style!
- A new achievement!

Thank you for the support, for any feedback check the HUB of Abduction Bit here: http://steamcommunity.com/app/550810 
We will continue to working on new level packs!

 Have a great 2017, aliens! . FREE DLC 16 Bit Normal Pack out now!:
Hi guys! 

First: very, very thanks for your feedbacks, reviews, screenshots and videos; we are very happy see many people have enjoyed
playing with Abduction Bit! 

We have released our second FREE DLC: 16 Bit Normal Pack.
Features:
- 20 new levels!
- A new achievement!
- Fix some glitches.

Thank you for the support, for any feedback check the HUB of Abduction Bit here: http://steamcommunity.com/app/550810
We will continue to working on new level packs!

 Have a great week end, aliens! . New update: remap keyboard and joypad input select:
Hi guys!
First, thank you for your support and your feedback! 

 We have released a new update, here the features: 

- Now you can remap the keyboard keys.
- Now you can select the port/input of your controllers.
- Added new seep logo
- fixed some glitches and bugs.

Thank you to playing Abduction Bit, we want improve our work to make a good experiece for all users! Thanks! . Special
sale for our first game:
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If you like Abduction Bit, please check here:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/383630/

Thank you for your support, aliens! 
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